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The information and programs listed in this directory, are provided for your information and convenience. These resources are not intended to provide
medical services or care. You are advised to verify any information listed in this guide.
Better Bedrest, Inc¥. shall not be liable for any loss or damage resulting from the information contained herein.
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WELCOME TO BETTER BEDREST!
Dear Better BedRest Mom,
Thank you so much for calling Better BedRest. We hope this packet offers you support and
resources for you and your family during this challenging time.
You are not alone in your bedrest experience. Thousands of women are placed on bedrest each year.
We at Better BedRest have been there and hope we can help you through the following months.
Women on bedrest experience various feelings. At times there may be feelings such as loss of
independence, frustration, loss of control, i.e., in doing housework, taking care of family, concerns about
finances and feelings of isolation. All these add to feelings of the unknown and insecurity. Just know that
these are very common to one put to bed for high-risk pregnancy.
Better BedRest was founded in 1993. The volunteers who answer the phones have all had an
experience with pregnancy bedrest. We are committed to providing emotional support and resources to make
the experience tolerable. If you know someone else on bedrest, please have them call Better Bedrest at 410740-7662. Share your positive comments with us so we can continue to improve our services! Without the
help of certain people and organizations we could have never gotten all of this together! We would like the
following local organizations as well as our event sponsors for their continued support.

Howard County General Hospital: A Member of Johns
Hopkins Medicine
Advance Radiology
American Radiology
Baltimore Sun
Grassroots Crisis Center
GBMC
Capital Women’s Care
Hillmuth Automotive
Holy Cross Hospital
Signature OB.GYN
St. Agnes Hospital
Teresa Hoffman M.D. & Associates
Remember, this is a temporary commitment you are making – for your unborn child, yourself and
family. Better BedRest is here to help!
Sincerely,
Joanie Reisfeld
Founder
Better BedRest, Inc.•
410-740-7662
www.betterbedrest.org
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BETTER BEDREST POLICIES
We at Better BedRest feel we can help you the most by explaining our policies.
x A BBR volunteer will check in with you once a week. Our volunteers are scheduled on a rotation system, so you may
speak with several in the course of your bedrest.
x We are a nonprofit organization established to provide emotional support, resources and referral services to help
you and family members get through this challenging time.
x If you are ever in any medical need, please call your doctor immediately. It is handy to keep important
telephone numbers at your bedside.
x If you have caller ID, please DO NOT call BBR volunteers at home. Our helpline is available 24 hours a day to leave
a message and a volunteer checks it regularly.
x The BBR volunteer will keep track of the length of calls keeping them to approximately 25 minutes. Please be
respectful of this.
x Most women look forward to our weekly calls during bedrest, especially at the beginning. If there is any time during
your bedrest experience that you no longer desire our calls, please let us know. We welcome the feedback.

BBR Helpline

Important Telephone Numbers:

410 740-7662
Domestic Violence
Hotline...........................................................................................................
1 800 799-SAFE
Grassroots Crisis Center and Hotline …………………………………...…410 531-6677 (open 24 hours)
March of Dimes Resource Center ................................................................................................... 1 888 663-4637
Youth Hotline .................................................................................................................................... 1 800 422-0009
Your hospital’s phone number ………………………………………………..________________________
Your doctor’s office number(s)………………………………….……...…….________________________
.....................................................................................................................................
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PAST BETTER BEDREST CALLERS SAY…
“With all of the support of my family and friends I still felt so alone during my long bedrest. Better BedRest
volunteers could relate with understanding and compassion. They had gotten through it. So could I. I did.”
Michelle

“Better BedRest played a key role during my high-risk pregnancy by providing emotional support and an
experienced empathetic ear. They empowered our entire family. Let me know if there is ever anything I can do
to help”
Anne

“The phone calls from Better BedRest were always encouraging. The Resource Packet was very informative –
I even passed it on to another expecting mom. The service you provide is so important. Thank you.”
Pam

“Few people recognize what a dramatic upheaval bedrest causes in your life. Better BedRest is a wonderful
resource for moms and their families.”
Jennifer

“Your calls and referrals to other moms on bedrest kept me out of a severe depression. It was comforting to
hear that others were in the same dilemma!”
Tina

ed One Of Howard County’s Best Ob-Gyn Practices
Dear Better BedRest, Inc.:
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Better BedRest for being a wonderful source for me. It seems like
yesterday when I was in the doctor’s office looking through a magazine and came across Better BedRest
information. I said to myself let me write down this number because I might need it later on, and indeed I did.
Since calling Better BedRest, the volunteers have been so kind-hearted and empathetic to me, and most of the
volunteers have been on bedrest before so they understand what I am passing through. I look forward to their
call every week just to get some new issues/ideas off my chest.
I was given a grant application to assist me with some bills that I couldn’t afford at that time and Better
BedRest paid those two bills for me. I am so grateful to them for this wonderful idea because most of us on
bedrest, income becomes a real burden. This nonprofit organization is an excellent resource, guide and
support system for high risk pregnancies. I will recommend Better BedRest to family/friends who would benefit
from this program. Again, thank you so much for being a shoulder to lea on and an ear to listen.
Yours truly,
Chanel
Just wanted to think your organization for your concern, support, and generosity. I have a healthy two month old and look forward to
returning to the work field soon. If anyone would like to contact me regarding support or for some stories to give another bedrest mom
some support or much needed confidence. Thanks again and keep up the good work.
Dolliejean
I wanted to say thanks again for the emergency fund grant. I received confirmation that the Sprint bill
was paid. You have been a great help and so have the volunteers. Thanks again. --Roshun
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What if I'm Stuck in the Hospital on Bedrest?
In rare cases, you may have to spend some time in the hospital on bedrest. If so, there are some things you can do
to help yourself survive the experience. Most of the suggestions given for home bedrest still apply and they can be
found in another article in this guide. These are a few suggestions unique to your hospital experience.

1. Double sheet the bed. The hospital mattresses can be hot, sticky and make you sweat. Ask the nurse's
assistant for a second set of sheets. They'll go a long way towards making you more comfortable. On the same
note, have someone bring your pillow from home.
2. If you're on a restricted diet, your doctor may want you to eat the hospital meals so that the dietician can
more closely monitor you. Ask though. During my seven weeks in the hospital, I dined on take out food from
all of the local eateries in addition to my Moms home cooked meals. Even after I was diagnosed with
Gestational Diabetes, as long as I made sure my sugar levels stayed good I planned my own meals.
3. Have someone bring in a lamp from home, VCR, radio, small refrigerator - whatever makes the room more
"home like" and comfy. You may have to get approval for electrical devices, but it is well worth it. Even if
you are confined to the bed, guests and nurses usually are happy to change the video tape or get something
from the fridge for you. My husband set up a bookshelf next to the bed with magazines, craft projects, my
vitamins and hand lotions.
4. If you are confined to the bed, make sure someone helps you wash your hair regularly. There's a special
board that can be used to wash your hair in bed - ask your nurse for details. Also - if anyone asks what they can
bring you - liberal amounts of talcum powder (almond scented was nice) and lotions. A nice foot rub with great
smelling lotion is a great way to end the day.
5. Be sure that someone brings in your maternity clothes. You earned the right to wear them, so put them
on. Similarly, have someone bring you cute, comfy night clothes. Just because hospital gowns are provided
doesn't mean you have to wear them.
6. Last, communicate with the your nurses and doctors. If you don't understand your medications or certain
restrictions you're in the best place possible to get good answers. Be sure to get the name and number of the
charge nurse for each shift. Nurses have a lot of patients to take care of and can get busy. If you feel you've
been "lost in the shuffle", call the charge nurse. You'll probably have your vital signs checked once a shift, if
you find it's interrupting your sleep, ask about scheduling them at the beginning or end of a shift. The staff may
not be able to accommodate every request, but they'll usually try.
Good luck. Hospital bedrest is not what anyone would plan for their pregnancy. However, with some patience,
humor and planning you can get through it and even look back on it as an experience that wasn't "too bad".
-By Michelle, a Better BedRest Volunteer
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Bored on BedRest?
Make a Schedule
Keep a journal – write letters to your baby, or just keep a log of your day!
Keep a calendar. Time does pass!
Set up Telephone & Video Calling Dates
Friends may not know how to support you during this time. If you would like
someone to come visit you, invite them!
Watch TV! Follow shows! Get a streaming subscription (or borrow a friend’s)
Crochet/Knit. Don’t know how? Go on YouTube or ask a friend or hospital social
worker for a volunteer to show you how.
Work on a Photo Album
Write letters/notes/cards
Puzzles
Beading
Listen to Audio books
Read a book
Learn to Meditate
Update Address Book
Do nothing (and don’t feel guilty!)

Have your support person bring you somoe of your favorite snacks (be sure to check
with your doctor if you are on a special diet.)
Bring Blankets, pillows and photos from home if you are in the hospital. Some women
even bring their clothes from home to feel comfortable during the day, others do not!
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Reading Resources
Bedrest before Baby; What's a Mother to
Do? A Survival Handbook for High Risk Moms
Patricia D. Isennock/ Paperback/Mustard Seed
Publications/January 1992
Chicken Soup for the Expectant Mother's
Soul: Jack Canfield, Mark Victor Hansen,
Nancy Mitchell Audio/Paperback/Health
Communications, Inc./July 2000

The Complete Book of Breastfeeding:
Marvin S. Eiger, Saly Wenkos Olds, Robin
Holland (Photographer)
Paperback/Workman Publishing Company,
Inc./March 1999
Conception, Pregnancy, and Birth:
Miriam Stoppard/Hardcover/Dorling Kindersley
Publishing, Incorporated/March 2000
Days in Waiting: A Guide to Surviving Pregnancy
Bedrest; Mary Ann McCann, Nelson

Publications, 1999
The Everything Pregnancy Book:
What Every Woman Needs to Know,
Month-by-Month, to insure a Worry-Free
Pregnancy. Maryann B. Brinley, Stephanie
Goldpin/ Paperback/ Adams Media
Corporation/May 1999
The Expectant Father:

How to Pamper Your Pregnant Wife:
Ron Schultz, Sam Schultz/Paperback/Simon
& Schuster Trade/February 1997

Mayo Clinic Complete Book of Pregnancy
and Baby's First Year: Mayo Foundation for
Medical Education & Robert V. Johnson (Editor)
/Hardcover/Morrow, William & Co/October 1994
The Mother of All Pregnancy Books: The
Ultimate Guide to Conception, Birth, and
Everything In Between Ann Douglas/ Wiley/ 2002
Mothering the Mother: How a Doula can Help you

Have a Shorter. Easier. and Healthier Birth:
Marshall H. Klaus with Phyllis H. Klaus, with
JohnKennell/paperback/January 1993
My Pregnancy: A Record Book: Havoc Publishing/Hardcover/Havoc Publishing/October 1997
The New Father's Panic Book:
Everything a Dad Needs to Know to Welcome
His Bundle of Joy: Gene B. Williams/
Paperback/Morrow, William & Co/May 1997
The Pregnancy Bed Rest Book: A Survival Guide
for Expectant Mothers and Their Families Amy E.
Tracy/Berkley Publishing Group/2001
The Pregnancy Journal:

Facts, Tips, and Advice for Dads -To-Be:
Amin A. Brott, Jennifer Ash/ Paperback/
Abbeville Press, Incorporated/March 2001

A Day-to-Day Guide to a Healthy and Happy
Pregnancy: A.Christine Harris/Other
Format/Chronicle Books/August 1996

The Girlfriends Guide to Pregnancy
Daily Diary; Vicki Iovine/Paperback/Pocket
Books/November 1996

Que Se Puede Esperar Cuando Se Esta
Esperando: (What to Expect When You're
Expecting): Arlene Eisenberg, Heidi E. Murkoff,
Sandee E. Hathaway/Paperback/Workman
Publishing Company, Inc./ April 1998

The Girlfriends Guide to Pregnancy:
Or Everything Your Doctor Won't Tell You:
Vicki Iovine/Paperback/Simon & Schuster
Trade/August 1995
The Girlfriends Guide to Surviving the
First Year of Motherhood:
Wise and Witty Advice on Everything from Coping
with Postpartum Mood Swings to Salvaging Your
Sex Life to Fitting Into That Favorite Pair of Jeans:
Vicki Iovine/Paperback/Berkley Publishing
Group/October 1997
The Glow: A Journey to Motherhood:
Danica Perez, Vicki Iovine
(Introduction)/Paperback/May 2001

What to Eat When You're Expecting:
Heidi E. Murkoff, Sandee E. Hathaway/
Paperback/Workman Publishing
Company, Inc./March 1986
What to Expect the First Year:
Arlene Eisenberg, Heidi E. Murkoff, Sandee
E. Hathaway/Paperback/Workman Publishing
Company, Inc./ April 1996
What to Expect When You're Expecting:
Arlene Eisenberg, Heidi E. Murkoff, Sandee E.
Hathaway/Paperback/Workman Publishing
Company, Inc./ February 1991

The Good Housekeeping Illustrated Book of

Your Pregnancy Week by Week:

Pregnancy and Baby Care: Editors of Good

Glade B. Curtis, Judith
Schuler/Paperback/Fisher Books/August 2000

Housekeeping Magazine, Good Housekeeping
(Editor)/Hardcover/Hearst Books/April 1999
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Managing Multiples
Recommended Book List
Pregnancy and Early Infancy:
When You're Expecting Twins, Triplet, or Quads, by Dr. Barbara Luke and Tamara Eberlein
Twins! Pregnancy, Birth and the First Year of Life, by Connie Agnew M.D.and Allen Klein M.D.
Multiple Blessings by Betty Rothbart, M.S.W
Having Twins:
A Parent's Guide to Pregnancy, Birth and Early Childhood: Elizabeth Noble, Maya M. Jacob
(Illustrator), with Leo Sorger, Foreword by Louis Keith/Paperback/Houghton Mifflin
Company/January 1991
Two at a Time: Having Twins: The Journey Through Pregnancy and Birth:
Jane Seymour, Pamela Patrick Novotny/Hardcover/Pocket Books/April 2001
Websites: marvelousmultiples.com and expectingmultiples.com
Breastfeeding
Mothering Multiples by Karen Kerkoff Gromada

Raising Your Multiples
How to Multiply Your Child's Intelligence, by Glenn Doman
Your One Year Old, by Louise Bates Ames and Frances L. Ilg (available for
every year)
1-2-3 Magic Effective Discipline for children 2-12, by Phelan Siblings
without Rivalry, by Adele Faber and Elaine Mazlish
How To Talk So Kids Will Listen, and Listen So Kids Will Talk, Adele Faber and Elaine
Mazlish
Surrendering to Motherhood, by Iris Krasnow
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Entertaining children
from bed central
by Terri Gillespie Cook
From Left Side Lines Magazine, Vol. VI

The cobweb taunted me as it dangled from the ceiling,
dancing in the gentle breeze from the air conditioning
vent. I was deep in thought, pondering ways I could
destroy it without budging from my doctor-ordered
horizontal position on the
living room couch.
“Give it to me…it’s mine!” “No, I had it first!”
My plan of attack was disrupted by the shrieks of my
six- and eight-year-old boys, chasing each other
through the house as they bickered over a toy that had
probably gone untouched by either for several weeks.
The web would have to wait as I took on a much
bigger challenge – dealing with my two older
children while on bedrest to keep my third one from
arriving too soon.
“Boys, stop!” I said firmly. They didn’t
acknowledge me.
“Boys, stop!” I demanded loudly. Did they
even realize I was in the room?
“BOYS, STOP!” I yelled, and I began my warning
countdown. “One…two…” It was to no avail, though.
They knew that even when I reached “three,” I wouldn’t
get up, simply because I wasn’t allowed to.
Desperate times call for desperate measures, so I
picked up my empty plastic water bottle and tossed it
in their direction. The noise startled them, and the
screeching stopped as they turned to me with their full
attention at last. Forgetting about the argument, they
giggled as they left the room together, muttering about
“Mom’s bad aim.” Okay, so that move probably
wouldn’t make the top 10 list of effective discipline
techniques, but the peace, while only a temporary
condition, was wonderful.
Each year, hundreds of moms-to-be across the
country face the difficult task of adhering to
mandatory bedrest for a complicated pregnancy while
caring for older children. I was among those who was
“sent to the sidelines” after showing signs of
premature labor. When my doctor spouted a long list
of restrictions, I wondered how on earth I was going
to care for my two school-age boys while following
those guidelines. They way he said, “Well, you still
have to be a mom,” made me realize that it wasn’t
going to be easy.
And it wasn’t. The good news was that it was
summer, so I didn’t have to get them ready and off to

school each day. The bad news was that it was summer,
so the days could have been incredibly long and dull
without some creativity and a little planning. My
husband was just a blur during those 14 weeks as he
tried to take care of both me and the kids, keep the
house fairly clean and the refrigerator fairly stocked,
and work a full-time job. So for the most part, it was
just me with my two energetic little boys.
In the years since that time, I’ve talked with many
other moms who faced the same type of dilemma. Some
had toddlers, others had teenagers, but all dealt with the
same kind of internal tug-of-war, the feelings of
inadequacy, and the guilt that comes when it seems that
we are placing one child’s needs over the other’s.

As these women shared their strategies for
surviving bedrest with other children at home, I often
said, “I wish I’d thought of that!” The following list
is a compilation of some of their best tips for dealing
with this difficult situation.

take time to snuggle
Scoot over in bed to read a favorite book, watch
a movie, or talk about the future. Discuss what it will
be like when the baby comes, or what the baby’s
name might be, or better yet, what your child was like
when he or she was a baby!

invent your own games
While “I Spy” is one that requires no cards or
game pieces, you may come up with a family favorite
using your own imagination. One of our favorites
started out, “I’m thinking of someone who has brown
hair (or blonde or red)…” followed by more descriptive
phrases until one of us guessed the friend or family
member in question. The kids particularly loved it when
they stumped me because they were describing the
family dog! We also liked to hum TV theme songs,

mostly from cartoons, and have the others guess
what we were humming.
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count down the days
Look for fun ways to mark the passing of time.
Make a paper clip chain, adding another for each day
that goes by, or draw a big X through the dates on the
calendar. Inexpensive stickers can denote special
times such as birthdays, doctor’s appointments, and
the baby’s due date.

stroll down memory lane
Some of the best entertainment can be found in
your family photo albums. Children love to see what
they used to look like, reminisce about a favorite trip, or
talk about their grandparents’ visit last Christmas. Old
yearbooks are great fun, too, as kids enjoy giggling over
their parents’ no-longer-cool hairstyles and “nerdy”
clothes. Watching old family videos is another way to
enjoyably while away the hours.

enlist their help
Even a small child can bring you a tissue or help
fluff the pillows. Older children feel that they are
doing their part for you and the baby by making a
sandwich or folding the towels. Assign jobs that are
appropriate for your child’s age and ability levels, and
praise their efforts to help. It’s not realistic to expect a
perfect dusting job from a nine-year-old, and it’s sure
better that the house not being dusted at all!

share the laptop
If you have a computer, a quick search for
children’s web sites can provide stories, games, and
puzzles to keep kids of all ages busy for hours.
Children are quick learners and aren’t intimidated by
electronics like some of their older relatives. If you
plan to do some shopping for the baby online, involve
your child in choosing some of the outfits or décor for
the baby’s room.

accept all offers of assistance
When someone asks what they can do to help, tell
them! My mother and sister sometimes took the
children for an hour or two to give me a little quiet
and them a change of scenery. One friend of mine

invited my children on outing to the park, beach, or
swimming pool with her niece. Another stopped by
with a kid-friendly dinner. Think about older children
in the neighborhood who might by happy to help out
for a few hours, playing a board game with your
child or pushing him or her on the backyard swing.

take care of yourself too
Remember, too, that when Mom is happy,
everyone is happy, and don’t hesitate to accept offers
that will make you feel better. A group from work not
only came to my house to decorate the baby’s room,
but when they noticed my neglected hairstyle, they
sent my hairdresser to the house. “You cannot look
like that in the pictures with the new baby!” one
friend said.

remember that it’s only for a
while
Keep in mind that “this, too, shall pass.”
Although it can sometimes feel like an eternity,
pregnancy doesn’t last forever, and it won’t be long
before you’re buckling all of your children into their
carseats for a visit to the mall. Today, my older two
don’t remember much about our summer on the
sidelines, but they do remember what it was like to
see their baby brother for the first time.
As for me, I look back on that time fondly. Now
that my older sons are on-the-go teenagers, their
schedules leave little time for hanging out with
Mom. During that one special summer, however, we
had nothing but time – and a great reason for
cherishing every minute of it.
Terri Gillespie Cook and her husband, Gary,
are the parents of three sons – Ross, 17; Rand,
15; and Rhett, 8. With 20 years of experience as
an education public relations writer, Terri currently
serves a publications coordinator for a school
district on the Texas Gulf Coast. A Sidelines
volunteer since 1999, she also writes the “Volunteer
of the Month” features for the Sidelines web site.
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Bed-Rest Survival Guide
What to do when you're stuck in bed
By Gretchen Cook-Anderson

keep your spirits up.

Clarify what your doctor or midwife
recommends. It can range from taking it
easy on "house arrest" to remaining
horizontal all day at home or in a hospital.
If you can get up and walk around, do so a
little bit each day.

Connect with other bed-bound moms-to-be.
Log on to Sidelines National Support
Network for articles, helpful links, and a
chat room; or visit Yahoo's Bed Rest Book
Buddies.
Read Days in Waiting: A Guide to Surviving
Pregnancy Bedrest, by Mary Ann McCann, to
help you deal with the emotional side of bed
rest. Try the book's gentle exercises if your
doctor or midwife approves.

Not all moms-to-be get to proudly show off
their growing bellies. Because of
complications such as preterm labor,
placenta previa, multiple fetuses, or high
blood pressure, one in six pregnant women
ends up confined to bed each year.
A few days of lying around may sound great,
but studies from Case Western Reserve
University of hundreds of pregnant women
who were prescribed bed rest found that the
average length of confinement was 90 days
and that women often experienced weight
loss, backache, muscle soreness, muscle
loss, and depression. You don't have to spend
this time watching daytime TV and going stircrazy. Here are better ways to

Keep the following within arm's reach:
bottled water, a two-way walkie -talkie to
communicate with others in the house, a
heating pad, a stocked minifridge or cooler, a
phone, a laptop, and hygiene essentials.

Ask your spouse for regular massages or
splurge on a professional one. It will
maximize blood circulation and relieve some
of the aches and pains.

Gretchen Cook-Anderson is a freelance
writer in Silver Spring, MD.
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For Men Only!!!!
With Help from Brad Sachs, PH.D.
Dr Sachs is a local clinical psychologist and Director of the Father Center of Columbia.
Despite the fact that you are looking forward to being a father and wanting to take good care of your wife, you are
likely to feel some resentment that she is needing all of this special attention during pregnancy, and that your
responsibilities have increased so dramatically. This is a natural reaction during an anxious and stressful time, and
does not mean that you do not love her, or your unborn child. Rather than feeling guilty about this, try to remember
that this is a temporary state for the two of you, and find some ways to ventilate these feelings of worry and frustration
in a healthy way, through talking to a friend or counselor, exercising, prayer or meditation. Your wife is probably
feeling guilty and worried herself, because the pregnancy is not going as expected, and because she is feeling more
dependent on you and others, so it's important that you protect her as much as possible from your legitimate feelings
of anger.

The stress in this situation is real. Apart from changes in the daily routines, intimacy is
also different. Doctor's orders to the woman on bedrest may require the absence of any
orgasm or intercourse. This is temporary. You and your partner's commitment to your
unborn child is the most important.
Good luck! Feel free to call Better BedRest and allow us to have one of our past Better BedRest dads talk with you.

Some helpful thoughts for MEN ONLY!

x Speak with your boss to see if flextime is available.
x Choose a day to take off to take time for yourself..
x Put a small refrigerator in the bedroom or an ice chest next to the bed.
x Call a local cleaner who picks up and delivers clothes!
x Call restaurants that deliver
x Get babysitters from church groups, scouts, high-schoolers looking for community service hours.
x For difficulties with finances or bills - call the credit card company and explain your situation.
x Speak to your local grocery store manager - if they know you shop regularly, see if they will
put together your shopping list for you to then pick up.

x If you are associated with a place of worship, there may be additional support provided there.

Help Yourself Resources for Fatherhood
Information
The National Center for Fathering provides information on its website to inspire and equip men
to be better fathers. For research, fathering tips, inspiration, community initiatives and humor, see
www.fathers.com or call 800-593-3237 to have information sent to you.
x The National Fatherhood initiative at 101 Lakeforest Blvd. in Gaithersburg provides training to
community groups that want to start programs to promote responsible, committed fatherhood.
To learn more, call 301-948-0599 or see www.fatherhood.org for more information
x The D.C. Department of Health's Men's Health Initiative at 825 N. Capitol St. NE provides
information to men about parenting and health. To learn more, call 202-442-5925.
x
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A Dad Who’s Been There
When my wife asked me to write this piece I knew it would be difficult to
decide what message I would communicate. She narrowed my focus by
asking me to write about my experiences with a wife on bed rest. It's not
difficult for me to write about my experiences. Each one was very
different, as I am sure yours will be.
If you are seeking nuggets of wisdom or tips on how to prepare, you won't
find it here. I have been through childbirth four times and still know very
little. Every pregnancy was vastly different (the only reason I was not in
another time zone was the fear of the things that can go wrong. Sorry
Honey, the secret's out.) I also don't have a list of references; they just don't
exist. I can't point you to the daddy's guide to bed rest for dummies.
Unfortunately, bed rest can be for days, weeks, or months. We have
experienced three (out of four) births where bed rest was required.

Initially, it was difficult to draw any positive experiences from bed rest. I ran
the gauntlet of emotions; I am going to miss work, how can I find balance,
who's going to cook, clean and do all the things required to run a household.
I work, go to school and who's going to do all the things I know won't get
done. Sounds selfish, but those were some of my thoughts. This was before I
knew or even understood the seriousness of the matter and how it could be
life threatening. My first experience with bed rest was done before I
recognized it as an opportunity to grow spiritually or emotionally with my
wife.
Each experience posed dramatic changes to our household/relationship; so
ladies bear with your husband. We know you are going through an
emotional roller coaster. So are we. Understand we are forced to assume
responsibilities or household tasks that may be foreign. We may not know
how to cook, clean, do laundry, or how to care for our older children, so
commend us for trying. Husbands, be sensitive to her feelings (yes, even
though they seem to change every two seconds.) Wives want to contribute to
the household, but for the safety of your child she can't. Men, yes
everything just got dumped on you. You don't have a choice whether or not
you will do it "ALL". You do have a choice in how it will impact your
relationship with your spouse. You are going to feel slighted, under
appreciated, and let's not forget neglected, but you can decide if you are
going to grow with or against your spouse. Unfortunately, we can permit
these experiences to have a negative impact on our relationship.
I admit I felt neglected and at times jealous of the change this situation had
introduced. I am not a bad person for feeling these emotions, so don't beat me
up for being human. I do recall the vows I took, "for better or worst" and
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"in sickness and in health." So I chose to roll with the challenge and
embrace it with anticipation of the end result, our new baby.
I suggest you talk about feelings when they arise. Don't permit them to
become pent up emotions that explode. Communication is important and
it's okay to seek outside help. Seeking the perspectives of a counselor is not
the worst thing that can happen. However, the abuse you can impose upon
a loved one can impact your relationship for a long time after the child is
born. Your life has changed. Embrace the change in your lives as a growing
experience. In the 20 years I've spent with my wife I constantly learn more
about who she is. This reinforces why I have chosen her to be my best
friend. In spite of the challenges, I can't think of a better person to share
them with.
When it's over you are blessed with a bundle of joy that will drive you crazy for
the rest of your lives. As men we'll never know what it's like to bear a child, but
we do know the emotional roller coaster we have experienced. We can provide
painstaking detail of every birth we've been through. I can recall every delivery
from beginning to when we left the hospital. I remember the first time my eyes
locked onto one of my children how I felt. I know how proud I was of my wife
for the ordeal she endured to bring our child into the world. I realized I should
call my mother and thank her for going through so much for me. I thanked
God I did not have to go through all she went through. If I had to give birth we
would probably only have one child.

Child birth was a blessing and an opportunity for us to grow as a couple
into a family. We were able to leverage the challenges attributed to bed rest
as a growth/learning experience. We could have easily victimized each other
(in some case we did), but that time and dependency on each other truly
was an opportunity for us to affirm our union and better understand who
we are as a couple. We were once told, "You need to find what it is that can
truly make your life great together." The challenges we faced during child
birth permitted us to find that hidden element that brought us closer
together. We embraced the experience by permitting it to strengthen our
relationship, not tear it apart.
Through all we have endured I have no regrets. I have been blessed with
four beautiful children and a great and talented wife that's my best friend
for life!
Ciao,
Terence
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THESE ARE JUST A PHONE CALL AWAY!
800 Numbers to call for catalogs -Ask if they have any free coupons!
A Baby Carriage

1-800-228-TWIN

Abracadabra Maternity

1-800-854-1213

Baby Fresh
Biobottom Kids

1-800-TEL-SCOT
1-800-766-1254

Gymboree

1-800-632-2122

Hanna Anderson
(100% cotton for kids)

1-800-346-6040

Hearth Song

1-800-325-2502

Herrschners Needlecrafts 1-800-441-0838

Carnation – Babyline
1-800-242-5200
For questions on formula

Huggies

Chef's Catalog

1-800-338-3232

J.C. Penny
1-800-222-6161
(Baby Catalog and Starting Small catalog)

Childrens Wear Digest

1-800-433-1895

Current

1-800-525-7170

Del-Monte Foods
(info on feeding)

1-800-USA-BABY

1-800-544-1847

Johnson & Johnson

1-800-526-3967

Land's End

1-800-356-4444

Lillian Vernon

1-800-285-5555

Disney (Disneydirect.com) 1-800-237-7551

Little Tikes

1-800-321-0183

Eco Baby

1-800-596-7450

LL Bean

1-800-441-5713

Eddie Bauer

1-800-426-8020

Mattel

1-800-524-8697

EvenFlo

1-800-356-BABY

Natural Baby Catalog

1-800-922-7397

Fischer Price Toys

1-800-432-5437

One Step Ahead

1-800-274-8440

Gerber Foods
1-800-4GE-RBER
for triplets, send in birth announcement or
birth certificate for special packet. Also, call
for packet for twins

Pampers
1-800-832-3012
(Call for coupons and gift packages)

Gooseberry Patch

Ross Simons Jewelry, Gifts 1-800-835-0919

1-800-854-6673

Paragon Gift

1-800-343-3095

Sesame Street Products 1-888-892-6123
Spiegel

1-800-345-4500
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WORRIED ABOUT MEALS?
CHECK OUT THESE OPTIONS
If you are not in the Maryland area, these will give you ideas for your own local resources.
Meals on Wheels of Central Maryland
410-730-9492 or 410-730-9476 (Howard County)
Call for two meals (one hot and one cold) Monday through Friday –including all
holidays to homebound women on bedrest due to high- risk pregnancy, who are
unable to prepare meals. Special for Better BedRest, if there are children at home,
meals will also be provided for them. Fee for service is based on a sliding scale.

Personal Chefs of Columbia 410-320-6655 or
www.pcocdelivers.com

(Karen York-Levine)

A personal chef is someone who arrives at your home with groceries in hand,
and prepares meals. Some meals are for immediate consumption, and some may
be stored in the refrigerator or freezer for later use.
Schedule a Calendar for Friends and Family
Schedule your own personal calendar for friends and family to bring meals by.
Place a cooler outside your front door for people to place the meals in. Many people
will want to help out this way. Don’t be afraid to accept or ask for help!

Check out www.mealtrain.com
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Is It the 'Baby Blues" or Something More?
What is the "baby blues"?
Mood swings, crying spells, and irritability are common after giving birth. This is not unusual as your body readjusts
itself after the momentous events of childbirth. Following childbirth, the "baby blues" occurs with such frequency (3080%) that it is often a normal part of the period after childbirth. The "baby blues" is usually observed two to five days
after childbirth. You may experience periods of weeping, mood swings, being overly sensitive, feeling overwhelmed,
and just plain exhausted. This phase usually passes in a matter of days to a few weeks, as you and your body adjust to
your new situation. It may help to discuss your feelings with friends or family. Don't be afraid to ask for help,
especially when you need to sleep, and tell your healthcare professional how you are feeling.

How does postpartum depression differ from the baby blues?
The "baby blues" is short-lived, ending without treatment within a week or so. Any symptoms that are severe or that
persist after two weeks should be discussed with your doctor or other healthcare provider. Women who suffer from
postpartum depression are persistently depressed for more than two weeks. Typical symptoms, which are present
for at least two weeks, most of the time, include:
x Feelings of sadness or low mood; feeling
"down" x Loss of interest in usual activities
x Difficulty concentrating
x General fatigue and loss of energy
x Difficulty sleeping or an increased need for
sleep x Significant weight gain or loss
x Excessive or inappropriate guilt
x Feelings of worthlessness
x Feelings of hopelessness
x Recurring thoughts about death or suicide
x Unexplained anxiety
Significant difficulty in the ability to care for your baby, care for yourself, and cope with family relationships
may also be a sign of postpartum depression.

How common is postpartum depression?
Ten to 15% of new mothers show symptoms of postpartum depression. Women who have had a previous episode of
depression are more likely to experience depression after childbirth. Those women who have had postpartum
depression are more likely to experience it again.

What triggers postpartum depression?
Why some women experience postpartum depression and others do not is not fully understood. What is important
is that it can and should be treated. If you have any of the symptoms noted, nearly every day for at least two
weeks, discuss them with your doctor or other healthcare provider. Together, you can decide what, if any, action
should be taken.
Childbirth is a major event that affects the body and the mind. It is not unusual to have mixed feelings or even
resentment while you are recovering from childbirth and caring for a new baby. Don't be embarrassed or afraid
to discuss your feelings with friends, family, and your healthcare provider.
Resources (Support Groups)
Depression After Delivery - Patient Inquiry: 1-800-944-4773 www.depressionafterdelivery.comPostpartum Support
International (PSI) - Patient Inquiry: 1-805-967-7636 www.postpartum.net
Maryland’s Campaign to End Depression during and after pregnancy – www.healthynewmoms.org 1-800-PPDMOMS (1-800-773-6667) No insurance/low income. You may be eligible for public mental health services – call 1800-888-1965
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(the following information was found at http://mmcp.dhmh.maryland.gov)

Maryland Children's Health Program (MCHP)
The Maryland Children’s Health Program (MCHP) began in July 1998. MCHP uses federal and state funds to
provide health care coverage to low-income children up to age 19 and pregnant women of any age.

Questions and Answers
The Maryland Children’s Health Program MCHP) began in July 1998. MCHP uses federal and state funds to provide health care
coverage to low-income children up to age 19 and pregnant women of any age.

What is MCHP?
The Maryland Children’s Health Program (MCHP) gives full health benefits for children up to age 19, and pregnant women of any age
who meet the income guidelines. MCHP enrollees obtain care from a variety of Managed Care Organizations (MCOs) through the
Maryland HealthChoice Program.

What is MCHP?
Those eligible for MCHP are:

x
x

Children under age 19, who are not eligible for Medicaid, and whose countable income is at or below 200% of the federal
poverty level (FPL);
Pregnant women of any age, whose countable income is at or below 250% FPL;

x

Uninsured (NOTE: In some instances, having health insurance will not prevent eligibility for MCHP. Even if you have health
insurance, it’s best to apply and let the case manager assigned to your application determine whether your health insurance will
affect your eligibility for MCHP.)
For more information on income guidelines for MCHP, please see MCHP Income Guidelines.

Benefits for children include:
Doctor Visits (well and sick care)
Hospital Care
Lab Work and Tests
Dental Care
Vision Care
Immunizations (shots)
Prescription Medicines
Transportation to Medical Appointments
Mental Health Services
Substance Abuse Treatment

Benefits For Pregnant Women Include:
Prenatal and Post-Partum Doctor Visits
Hospital Delivery Bill
Doctors Visits not relating to Pregnancy
Lab Work and Tests
Dental Care
Vision Care
Prescription Medicines (including vitamins)
Transportation to Medical Appointments
Mental Health Services
Substances Abuse Services
After delivery, family planning services

How do I Apply?
The application is brief and the process is simple. The application asks for:
x
General Information (such as Name, Address, Telephone Number),

x
x
x
x

Any health insurance coverage,

x
x
x
x

Local Health Departments

Information about family members (such as names and birth dates)
Social Security numbers of applicants,

Sources and amounts of family income.
Local Health Departments will mail applications on request. Also, applications are available at:
Local Department of Social Services
WIC Centers, and

Local Hospitals and Schools.
For your convenience you may download a copy of the MCHP application from this site. See MCHP Application Form.
Applications can be completed at home and mailed in or dropped off at any local health department. Case managers are available to
assist you there. Those found eligible for MCHP will receive an enrollment packet in the mail to select a MCO for health care.

If I am pregnant and live with my parents, who signs the application?
A pregnant woman of any age can complete and sign the application herself. Your eligibility is determined based on your income
listed on the application, not your parents’. If your parents provide your food and shelter, indicate that on the application.
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Can I apply for my grandchild (or niece, brother, etc.), if they live with me?
Yes, if neither of the applicant’s parents live with the child. Your income would not be counted toward determining the applicant’s
eligibility unless you have adopted the child.

When can I see a doctor?
If you are eligible for MCHP:

x

Within 14 days, you will receive a red and white Medical Assistance card. You may use this card to get health care
until you enroll in the HealthChoice program and select a MCO. Do not throw away this card, it will allow you to obtain
additional services even when you receive your MCO card.

x

Within 5 days, you will receive your enrollment packet to select your MCO. If you do not receive your enrollment
packet within two weeks, contact your case manager immediately.
When you receive your enrollment packet in the mail, you will:

x
Find out from your doctor which MCO plans they accept;
x
Pick a MCO and primary care doctor to provide your care. If you do not pick a MCO, the state will pick one for you;
x
Inform HealthChoice which MCO and doctor you have selected;
x
Contact the doctor for an appointment.
How can I obtain more information?
To assist you in obtaining more information, you may contact:
Your Local Health Departments
See Local Health Department Directory for a listing of the Local Health Department Contacts for MCHP.
DHMH MCHP Hotline
(800) 456-8900
TDD for the Disabled
(800) 735-2258.
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This is dedicated to all of our
Better Bedrest Families...
THE RHYTHM OF LIFE

Hearing the crickets' song outside my window, I realize,
Patterns and rhythms carry time and life along.
The rays of the sun coming later and leaving sooner, ushering in fall,
Another summer gone, life plods along.
The gentle breeze on my face as the fan dutifully rotates,
Keeping to a rhythm of its own.
The strengthening and persistent kicks and turns,
Of the little one inside me, still too small to be born,
But whose patterns comfort me as I recline,
Day after day.
The days come and go with a cycle of their own,
My husband serving my breakfast and leaving for work,
My friends coming and going as they offer care or championship.
And then another week is gone,
And the little one is getting bigger and stronger,
And now another season has passed,
And soon the night sky will hold a harvest moon,
And the grass will be covered with frost and then a blanket of snow.
And then it will be time for my little one to come forth,
And join in the rhythm of life.

BY LISA
A Better BedRest Volunteer

